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The Prospect Designs Supine Stander is a versatile, easy to adjust option for children who
need supported upright weight bearing and for whom prone standing is not appropriate. The
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supported seating that is both comfortable and easy to use.
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FEATURES

Basic chair includes:
-Lateral supports for trunk and hips
-Adjustable footrest
-Seat cushion with slight antithrust
wedge
-Back Pad
-Seat belt
-Locking casters

SPECIFICATIONS
-Seat Depth
-Seat to footrest
-Seat height from floor
-Height of back from seat
Standard Back
-Height of back form seat
High back option
-Width between laterals
-Base
-Chest Harness
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ACCESSORIES
Removable Round Abductor
The abductor maintains
separation of the knees for
children prone to abduction.
Three sizes correspond to the
three sizes of the chair.
ABD1, ABD2 ABD3

Shoulder Protractors
45° support pads mounted in the same slots as
the standard lateral pads help to block unwanted upper extremity extension or to keep arms
more mid-line for children with low tone.
SHPRS (Small) is used on the TS-13, SHPRL
(large) is used on the TS15 & TS-17
SHPRS, SHPRL

Slide On Tray
Adjustable Armrests
Adjustable armrests can be added to the The tray slides onto the adjustbasic chair. They are angle adjustable able armrests and is secured with
two spring pins that engage in a
and may be flipped back completely
series of holes on the armrests.
out of the way. They are height adjustTRS
able by removing bolts and repositioning them in a series of holes on the
sides of the chair.
Clip on Tray
AR
Attaches to the chair with two spring clips
that engage in a series of holes on the sides
Adjustable Angle Back Hardware
of the chair. The height is determined by the
Allows the seat to back angle to be
choice of holes. The angle is adjusted by
opened up for a recline of up to 150
supports attached to the tray.
AAB
TRC
Chest harness
Four point bib style harness. Secured with 4 fastex
buckles on 1” webbing.
Two sizes correspond to the
three sizes of chair.
CH, CH1, CH2

Push Handles
Attach to back of chair to make it
easier to move the chair
Shoe Holders
Three sizes corespond to the three
sizes of the chair
SH1, SH2, SH3

Headrest and Headrest Mounting Options
Contoured headrest pad
with adjustable
height and depth
CH-ADH

Contoured headrest pad
with adjustable height
CH-AH

Flat headrest pad
with adjustable
height and depth
FH-ADH
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Flat headrest pad and
laterals with adjustable
height
FHL-AH

Flat headrest padand
laterals with adjustable
height and depth
FHL-ADH

Flat headrest pad with
adjustable height

FH-AH
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